ACROSS
1. Pugil is a Latin word for
5. Pixilated distractions
10. Computers, stereos, cameras, you name it has it.
11. Common piece of furniture that is for reclining
13. A sport that is a Sunday favorite
14. Home improvement device that is mostly purchased by men
15. Grown-up capture the flag
17. Indoor activity where getting a three strike is a good thing
19. The cliché Father’s Day gift
21. Beverage that is common imbibed while tailgating

22. Outdoor activity that involves sitting in a boat or standing in stream

DOWN
2. Sport that has race in Dayton
3. Item that is often found in a couch
4. Sport where you put a rock through a hoop
6. Sport where teams of eleven must score without the aid of hands
7. Outdoor activity that has seasons
8. Icing is a penalty for what sport
9. Game where it can be played from the back to the front
12. Outdoor activity for the whole family
14. Staple food of college
15. Card game that is played on television
16. Another word for sailing
17. A cookout
18. A common piece of furniture that is used to lie on, at home
20. Mode of transportation